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Vapour-phase and solid-phase epitaxy are used for thickening of a solid-phase crystallised silicon seed layer on glass. Cross-
sectional transmission microscope images confirm that a transfer of crystallographic information has taken place from the seed
layer into the epilayers. X-ray diffraction, scanning electron microscopy, and transmission electron microscopy reveal that the
density of planar defects (mainly on {111} plains) in the vapour-phase epitaxial sample is much higher than in the solid-phase
epitaxial sample. These planar defects can act as recombination centres for free-charge carriers. Consequently, PC1D modelled
minority carrier diffusion length in the vapour-phase grown epilayer is 50% shorter than that in the solid-phase grown epilayer.
As a result, a solar cell grown by solid-phase epitaxy achieves open circuit voltage of 468mV, short circuit current of 9.17mA/cm2,
and photovoltaic conversion efficiency at 2.75% which are all higher than those of the solar cell grown by vapour-phase epitaxy on
the same seed layer, 400mV, 7.28mA/cm2, 1.69%, respectively. It proves that solid-phase epitaxy is more suitable for the solar cell
growth on the solid-phase crystallised silicon seed layer than vapour-phase epitaxy.

1. Introduction

Polycrystalline silicon (poly-Si) on glass thin-film solar cells
combines advantages of crystalline silicon-wafer based tech-
nology with a low material usage and large area monolithic
integration typical for thin-film technologies [1]. Poly-Si thin-
film can be made via epitaxy on a poly-Si seed layer. Al-
induced crystallisation (AIC) is commonly used for poly-Si
seed layer fabrication [2, 3]. The grain size in the AIC seed
layer is larger than 10 𝜇m, but the large grain size does not
lead to better solar cells. The use of Al for the AIC seed
layer formation results in metal contamination leading to
the electronically active intragrain defects. These intragrain
defects extending to the epilayer are found to be strongly
limiting the performance of the solar cell on the AIC seed
layer [4]. Solid phase crystallization (SPC) of amorphous Si
(a-Si) thin films is the simplest technique to obtain poly-Si at
relatively low temperature (600∘C) and it is commonly used
for poly-Si films solar cell fabrication [5, 6]. It was reported
that heavy P doping of about 1 × 1020 cm−3 enhanced SPC
and resulted in a high crystal and electronic quality poly-Si
material [7, 8]. Thus, a thin heavily P-doped SPC poly-Si film

can be used as a seed layer for epitaxy and it can also act as
the emitter in a respective solar cell.

Si epitaxy can be performed either directly from a vapour
phase (VPE) or indirectly from a solid phase (SPE). For the
VPE, the highest efficiency of 8% has been achieved on the
AIC seed layer on an alumina substrate by thermal CVD
at 1130∘C [3]. However, VPE on the AIC seed layer on an
inexpensive glass substrate results in a much poorer cell
efficiency of 2.28% and a lower open circuit voltage of 346mV
[9], since the use of the glass substrate limits processing
temperatures to below 650∘C. In contrast to VPE methods,
where Si atoms impinging the seed layer surface immediately
form a crystalline film, the low-temperature (<600∘C) SPE is
an indirect method. It consists of two steps: (i) deposition of
a-Si on the seed layer and (ii) solid-phase crystallisation of
a-Si via epitaxy [10].

In this paper, the heavily phosphorous-doped SPCpoly-Si
seed layerwas thickened by high rate electron beam (E-beam)
evaporation. Because epitaxy on the SPC poly-Si seed layer
can be performed by VPE or by SPE, a detailed comparison
was made to identify which of two methods is suitable for
obtaining higher quality poly-Si epilayers and thin-film solar
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cells. We also tried to find a relationship between intragrain
defects in the seed layer and the epilayer on the one hand and
the solar cell performance on the other hand.

2. Experimental Procedure

The seed layer precursor (80 nm SiN
𝑥
/200 nm a-Si with P-

doping concentration of about 3.3×1020 cm−3) was deposited
on a planar glass substrate (Schott Borofloat 33) by plasma-
enhanced chemical vapour deposition. SiN

𝑥
acts as a barrier

and antireflection layer. After deposition, all seed layer
precursors were crystallised at 600∘C in a tube furnace
purged with nitrogen. After crystallisation, the seed layers
were annealed at 950∘C for 3mins in a belt furnace heated
by halogen lamps and purged with nitrogen to eliminate
intragrain defects and activate the dopant [11].

The absorber and back surface field (BSF) were deposited
on the seed layers by E-beam evaporation at 300 nm/minwith
the doping profile as follows: ∼2𝜇m, 2 × 1016 cm−3 B-doped
absorber and ∼100 nm, 2 × 1019 cm−3 B-doped BSF. VPE was
conducted at the substrate temperature of about 630∘C.The a-
Si precursor for SPE was deposited at 250∘C followed by SPE
at 580∘C in a nitrogen purged tube furnace.

Both the VPE and SPE grown samples received another
annealing at 950∘C for 3mins to activate dopants and to
reduce the defect density. Then, high-temperature hydro-
genation treatment was applied to passivate the grain bound-
aries. Hydrogen passivation was performed in a cold-wall
vacuum system with an inductively coupled remote plasma
source at a temperature of 650∘C for 20min, a plasma power
of 3200W, hydrogen gas flow of 200 sccm, and argon gas flow
of 60 sccm [12].

The VPE and SPE grown samples were cut to size of
5 cm × 5 cm and were metallised with interdigitated Al line
contacts on the heavily doped layers, the emitter, and BSF.
All cells were in the superstrate configuration, had an area
of 2 cm2, and did not have any light trapping features. More
details on the metallisation scheme used in this work are
given in [13].

Intragrain defects in the epitaxial Si layers were anal-
ysed by cross-sectional transmission electron microscopy
(TEM) (Philips CM200 with a field emission gun). To make
defects visible, defect etching was performed using diluted
Secco etch solution (0.15mol/L K

2
Cr
2
O
7
: 50% HF :DI water,

ratio 1 : 2 : 3) on the sample surface [14]. The resulting etch
pits were analysed by scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
using an ultrahigh resolution field emission SEM (FEI Nova
NanoSEM 230). Crystal structure quality of epitaxial Si
films was evaluated from X-ray diffraction and Raman
spectroscopy which were measured by the Philips X’pert
Materials Research diffractometer operated at a voltage of
40 kV and a current of 40mA, using Cu K𝛼 radiation (𝜆
= 1.54 Å) and PerkinElmer Raman station 400 with 785 nm
laser, respectively. Reflectance spectra were measured by a
Perkin Elmer UV-Vis spectrometer (Lambda 1050). External
quantum efficiency (EQE) measurements were performed by
a QEX10 spectral response system from PV Measurements,
Inc. The illuminated current-voltage (𝐼-𝑉) measurements

were performed using an IV5 solar cell 𝐼-𝑉 testing system
from PV Measurement, Inc. (using a Keithley 2400 source
meter) under illumination power of 100mW⋅cm−2 by an AM
1.5G solar simulator (Oriel model 94023A).

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Material Characterisations. In Figure 1(a), both VPE and
SPE poly-Si thin films exhibit diffraction peaks at 2𝜃 values
of about 28.4∘, 47.3∘, 56.2∘, and 69.1∘ which correspond to the
(111), (220), (311), and (400) orientations of c-Si, respectively.
Interestingly, a shoulder peak (111−) occurs at the low angle
side of the main (111) reflection for the VPE sample. In
order to get more detailed information on this shoulder peak,
another scan was done with a longer step duration time from
3 s to 10 s to get more accurate data shown in Figure 1(b).

The new shoulder peak in the XRD spectra close to the
classical Si-(111) orientation has been reported for plasma-
deposited Si films [15], for a hydrogenated a-Si film after
crystallisation by thermal annealing [16] and for poly-Si
thin films prepared by low-pressure chemical vapour depo-
sition (LPCVD) [17]. Hendriks et al. [17] suggested that
this additional peak might be attributed to the presence
of new polytypic Si in the poly-Si films. The polytypic Si
is a hexagonal phase in which a large number of planar
faults (stacking faults and microtwins) are formed. Recently,
Cayron et al. [18] proved that this additional peak results from
the double diffraction of overlapping Σ3 microtwins and the
stacking faults on the {111} planes. Thus, the new shoulder
peak (111−) results from the high density of microtwins and
stacking faults in poly-Si. This shoulder should not result
from the defects in the RTA treated SPC seed layer because
our previous results proved that RTA can effectively eliminate
the intragrain defects in the SPC seed layer [11]. Therefore,
the shoulder peak should be due to the intragrain defects in
the epilayer rather than in the seed layer. The shoulder peak
is only observed in the VPE sample and it is not found in
the SPE sample. Therefore, it indicates that the planar defect
density in the VPE poly-Si is much higher than that in the
SPE one.

Due to the lower diffusivity of Si adatoms at low tempera-
tures [19], formation of planar defects is an inherent property
of low-temperature VPE growth. In particular, VPE on the
(111)-oriented seed is more likely to form planar defects than
on other orientations. It is reported that low temperature
direct epitaxy on Si strongly depends on the seed layer or c-
Si substrate orientation by various direct epitaxial techniques
such as molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) [19], ECR-CVD [20],
and pulsed magnetron sputtering [21]. VPE on Si-(111) is
different from that on Si-(100) due to the different bonding
geometry of the Si atoms on the surface [20]. The formation
energy of stacking faults is lower on Si-(111) than on Si-(100)
[22]. It was reported that stacking faults density in the epilayer
is lower than 1 × 102 cm−2 on (100)-oriented c-Si. However,
for VPE on (111)-oriented c-Si, the stacking faults density
of 7 × 104 cm−2 is two orders higher than on Si-(100) [23].
Additionally, due to the lower diffusivity of Si adatoms at
low temperatures, twin boundaries can form on {111} plane
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Figure 1: (a)The XRD pattern of the 2𝜇mVPE and SPE grown poly-Si samples. (b) is the detailed XRD spectrum with two-theta range from
26∘ to 29.5∘.

Table 1: XRD peak FWHM and Raman peak FWHM of the VPE
and SPE grown poly-Si epilayer.

Method Peak VPE SPE

XRD peak FWHM (∘)

(111) 0.35 0.33
(220) 0.36 0.33
(311) 0.38 0.35
(400) 0.36 0.34

Raman peak FWHM (cm−1) 6.03 ± 0.10 5.65 ± 0.05

as they require relatively low energy [19]. Consequently,
the formation of stacking faults and twins during epitaxial
growth is much more likely on the Si-(111) surface than on
the Si-(100) surface. That is why the shoulder peak only
presents for Si-(111) orientation and is not found for Si-(100)
orientation or some other Si orientations.

It is well known that the broadening of the FWHM of the
Raman peak occurs due to a decrease in the phonon lifetimes
which is mainly a result of defects acting as anharmonic
perturbations. Therefore, Raman peak FWHM can be used
to qualitatively estimate defect densities [24]. FWHM of the
Raman peak is averaged over nine different positions taken
over the area of 25 × 25 𝜇m2.

Planar defects can also cause broadening of the Bragg
diffraction peaks [17]. XRD measurement with a larger
detection area (12× 2mm2) determines the spatially averaged
crystal quality of Si films which is complementary to Raman
measurements. FWHM of XRD (111), (220), (311), and (400)
orientations and FWHM of the Raman peak for the VPE and
SPE poly-Si films are shown in Table 1. FWHM of XRD and
Raman peaks for the VPE sample are larger than those for the
SPE sample. Therefore, both XRD and Raman reveal that the
SPE film has better crystallinity than the VPE film.

Cross-sectional TEM (XTEM) images are taken to check
whether epitaxy has taken place and to investigate intragrain
defects in the epilayers. Figures 2(a) and 2(b) are bright-field

and dark-field images of the VPE sample on the P-doped SPC
seed layer, respectively. Figures 2(c) and 2(d) are bright-field
and dark-field images of the SPE sample on the P-doped SPC
seed layer, respectively. It can be seen that grain boundaries
in the SPC poly-Si seed layer propagate into the VPE and
SPE layers in Figures 2(a) and 2(c). Figures 2(e) and 2(g)
are the selective area electron diffraction (SAED) pattern of
the circled regions “A” and “C” in Figures 2(b) and 2(d),
respectively.The regions “A” and “C” are the interface between
the seed layer and the epilayer. These two SAED patterns
suggest that the orientation of the seed layers and VPE or SPE
layers is the same.Therefore, Figure 2 confirms that a transfer
of crystallographic information has taken place from the SPC
seed layer into the VPE and SPE grown epilayers.

In Figure 2(b), the region “B” in the VPE layer has a large
density of parallel lines. In Figure 2(f), the periodic extra
spots in the reciprocal lattice are due to twins on {111} plains
so the parallel lines in Figure 2(b) are twins growing along
[112] direction in the VPE grown epilayer. Satellite spots with
forbidden indices 1/3(111) and 2/3(111) are Moiré patterns due
to double diffraction of the electron beam by superimposing
microtwins. It reveals a three-dimensional distribution of
microtwins inside the grains [25]. This result supports the
finding of the shoulder peak in the XRD spectrumwhich also
results from the high density of planar defects in the VPE
layer.

No twins are observed in the SAED pattern of Figure 2(e)
at the interface region between VPE layer and the seed layer
(region “A”). As an inherent property of low-temperature
epitaxy [20], formation of planar defects tends to increase
surface roughness, form {111} facets, twin boundaries [19],
and dislocations, and finally cause crystal quality degradation
[26, 27]. Thus, as the VPE growth on the SPC seed layer
carries on, the transition from a well-ordered material into
a defect rich structure takes place.

The large density of microtwins grown along [112]
direction is the first-order Σ3 twins which are reported to
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Figure 2: (a) and (b) XTEM bright- and dark-field images of the VPE grown sample on the SPC seed, respectively; (c) and (d) XTEM bright-
and dark-field images of the SPE grown sample on the SPC seed layer, respectively; (e), (f), and (g) SAED pattern of the circled areas “A” and
“B” in (b) and “C” in (d), respectively.

be electrically inactive [28]. However, when they terminate
inside grains, they can introduce electrically active higher
order twins or dislocations [25] which are expected to act as
recombination centres for free-charge carriers detrimental to
the solar cell performance.

The planar defect density in the SPE sample is much
lower than that in the VPE sample from comparison between
Figures 2(b) and 2(d). It is consistent with the results from
XRD and Raman spectra that the structural quality of the
SPE layer is better than that of the VPE layer. Moreover, as
the SPE on the SPC seed layer carries on, the quality of the
SPE layer does not show degradation as for the VPE layer.
Stradins et al. [29] reported that as SPE films grew thicker,
the epilayer crystalline quality improved.They explained this
phenomenon by attributing the interface defects to the initial
defective epitaxial layer formed at the stages of a-Si film
deposition.

The XTEM image also shows that the SPE film has a
distinctive noncolumnar structure with nonvertical grain
boundaries which is quite different from the VPE film that
has a columnar structure with vertical grain boundaries. The
columnar structure of the VPE grain could be related to the
fact that E-beam evaporation is a highly directional deposi-
tion method [13] with a fast deposition rate at 300 nm/min.
During VPE growth, the film deposition process and grain
crystallization is completed simultaneously. At such high
deposition rate, the evaporated Si atoms do not have enough
time to move to some specific oriented seeds to get a faster

epitaxial growth rate but stay at where they arrived at the
seed layer surface. Therefore, the grain growth rate in the
vertical direction of the glass substrate is determined by the
deposition rate rather than on the seed layer orientation.
Finally, a column-like grain structure is formed by VPE
growth. However, it is possible that in some orientation the
epitaxy is failed due to high defect density in the epilayer.

A plausible explanation for the noncolumnar structure is
a grain orientation-dependent crystal growth rate [10]. It can
be imagined that SPE growth takes place on two adjacent seed
grains, one is (100) oriented and the other is (111) oriented.
Due to the anisotropic growth rate, the SPE on the (100)-
oriented grain permits a faster growth in the direction to the
surface.The grain also starts gradually growing laterally at the
expense of the adjacent more slowly growing (111)-oriented
grain. Grains preferentially oriented for fast growth expand
at the expense of slowly growing grains. Therefore, the grain
boundaries are not vertical to the seed layer and the film has
noncolumn grain structure.

Intragrain defects are considered to be limiting the
electronic quality of poly-Si films [30]. Secco etching can
make the intragrain defects (dislocations, stacking faults, and
twins) visible which facilitates the analysis of the crystal
quality [14]. Crystallographic defects present in the epitaxial
layers prepared byVPE and SPE on the SPC poly-Si seed layer
were investigated by combining defect etching with SEM
imaging. Note that the VPE sample is much more defective
than the SPE sample, so different etching time was used.
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The VPE sample was etched for 15 s while the SPE sample
was etched for 60 s. Figures 3(a) and 3(b) are two same-
scale SEM images of the defect-etched VPE and SPE samples,
respectively. In both images, the defect-etched marks consist
mostly of points and lines, attributed to dislocations and
planar defects (stacking faults and twins), respectively [4, 31].

Although it is hard to identify grain boundaries in the
VPE sample, it is relatively easy to distinguish a good region
(region A) with lower density of planar defects from a planar
defect-rich region (region B). Defect density in the VPE
layer depends on the seed orientation. On the epilayer grown
on (100)-oriented Si wafers by E-beam evaporation, no etch
pits could be detected after Secco etching. In contrast, the
defect densities in the epilayer grown on (110)- and (111)-
oriented Si wafers were determined to be ∼8 × 106 cm−2 and
∼2 × 108 cm−2, respectively [32]. As we also discussed above,
the formation of stacking faults and twins during VPE is
much more likely on the Si-(111) surface than on the Si-(100)
surface. Thus, the seed layer orientation strongly influences
the structural quality of the VPE layer. A SPC poly-Si film
is a randomly oriented material [33] so epitaxial growth on
the SPC seed layer results in a nonuniform defect density
distribution in the epilayer.

The planar defects are still evident in the SPE sample
and these planar defects (twins) are marked with arrows in
Figure 3(b).The formation of these twins can be explained as
follows.

Formation of a {111} twin boundary can enhance the SPE
rate, especially on (111)-oriented seed. The SPE rate is the
slowest on the (111)-oriented seed since more amorphous
atoms are needed for completion of a sixfold ring of atoms at
the perfect crystalline interface. Once stacking faults or twins
are formed on inclined {111} planes, the SPE growth rate on
the (111)-oriented seed is greatly accelerated due to reduction
of the required coordination number of surrounding atoms
[34]. Moreover, most of the microtwins are absorbed by
the larger twins during the RTA process after epitaxy [25].
Therefore, these larger twins are still shown in Figure 3(b).
However, they completely penetrate thewhole crystal without
introducing other electrically active defects [28] so they
should not harm the electronic quality of poly-Si thin films.

Comparing Figures 3(a) and 3(b), planar defect density in
the SPE sample is much lower than that in the VPE sample.
It indicates that the structural quality of the SPE sample is
better than for the VPE sample as it was found from the other
data discussed above. Moreover, in the VPE sample, some of
the regions have a much higher density of planar defects than
the other regions which results from the randomly oriented
SPC seed layer. In contrast, the planar defects are uniformly
distributed in the SPE sample.Thus, the seed layer orientation
does not seem to significantly influence the defect density in
the SPE epilayer which is not the same as for theVPE epilayer.

3.2. Solar Cell Performance. The performance parameters
for VPE and SPE solar cells before and after metallisation
are shown in Table 2. The 1-Sun-𝑉oc before metallisation
was averaged over five different positions over a 5 × 5 cm2
sample area. After metallisation, the 𝑉oc of VPE and SPE
samples increases from 385mV to 399mV and from 442mV

Table 2: Performance parameters for the VPE and SPE grown solar
cells.

Cell VPE SPE

Suns-𝑉oc (mV)
Before metal. 385 ± 6 442 ± 3

After metal. 399 460
EQE 𝐽sc (mA/cm2) 7.75 10.15

Table 3: The fitted results for the EQE and reflectance spectrum by
PC1D simulation.

Sample 𝑡emi (𝜇m) 𝐿 emi (𝜇m) 𝑡abs (𝜇m) 𝐿abs (𝜇m)
SPE 0.6 0.37 1.5 2.67
VPE 0.8 0.35 1.3 1.42

to 460mV, respectively. The 𝑉oc after metallisation is higher
than the 𝑉oc before metallisation due to the better contact to
BSF and the emitter.

The minority carrier life time is reflected in the modest
𝑉oc of poly-Si thin-film solar cells as shown in the equation
below [35]:

𝑉oc = 𝐸𝑔 −
𝑘𝑇

𝑞
ln(
𝑞𝑁
𝑐
𝑁V𝑊

𝐽sc𝑛0𝜏
) , (1)

where 𝐸
𝑔
is the band gap, 𝑘𝑇 is the thermal energy, 𝑞 is

the elementary charge, 𝑁
𝑐
and 𝑁V are the effective density

of states of the conduction and valence bands, respectively,
𝑛
0
is the equilibrium majority carrier concentration in the

base, 𝐽sc is the short-circuit current density,𝑊 is the width of
the absorber, and 𝜏 is the low injection level minority carrier
lifetime. Thus, analysis of 𝑉oc can reveal the trend in the
minority carrier life time in the material [35]. In Table 2, 𝑉oc
of the SPE sample is about 60mV higher than that of the VPE
sample indicating that the material quality of the SPE sample
is much better than that of the VPE sample.

As seen in Figure 4, EQE of the SPE cell is higher than
EQE of the VPE cell over the whole wavelength range.
Consequently, after integrating the EQE over the AM1.5
spectrum, 𝐽sc of the SPE cell (10.15mA/cm2) is also much
higher than 𝐽sc of the VPE cell (7.75mA/cm2) as shown in
Table 2.

In order to better understand the differences in the
spectral response, PC1D modelling of the EQE and the
reflectance was carried out. The following parameters were
used: BSF thickness 100 nm, BSF doping 4 × 1019 cm−3, and
refractive indices 𝑛air = 1 and 𝑛glass = 1.48. The cell
thickness was fixed at 2.1 𝜇m as it was measured from XTEM.
The rear surface recombination velocity was found to have
a negligible effect on the modelling results, indicating that
surface passivation was not important for the investigated
cell performance [36]. The parameters listed in Table 3 were
varied until the experimental data and themodel curves were
in satisfactory agreement.

A close match was achieved between the experimental
and simulated data for the SPE sample, as shown in Figure 4.
Although over the most of the wavelength range the fitted
curve closely matches the experimental data, some minor
deviations still exist. The deviation in the reflection curves at
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Figure 3: SEM image of Secco etched VPE and SPE thickened poly-Si films. (a) VPE sample after 15 s Secco etching and (b) SPE sample after
Secco etching for 60 s (planar defects are noted by arrows in (b)).
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Figure 4: Measured EQE (black solid line), PC1D modelled EQE (red dot line), measured reflectance (blue solid line), and PC1D modelled
reflectance (pink dashed dot line) of (a) the VPE and (b) the SPE cells.

wavelengths shorter than 400 nm is due to the limitation of
PC1D that assumes a single value for the refractive index and
zero absorption for the SiN

𝑥
layer. Also, due to the fact that

PC1D only models the noncoherent optical properties and
does not include thin-film interference effects, the measured
reflectance results are slightly lower than the modelled ones
in the long wavelength region and no interference fringes are
seen in the modelled reflectance curves [36].

As shown in Table 3, the PC1D fitted emitter thickness
(𝑡emi) of VPE cell (0.8 𝜇m) is larger than that of the SPE
cell (0.6 𝜇m) while the minority carrier diffusion length in
the emitter (𝐿emi) is almost the same. The emitter of the
VPE cell is deeper than that of the SPE cell. This finding is
also supported by the fact that EQE peak positions of the

VPE cell move to the longer wavelengths compared with the
SPE cell. During RTA process after epitaxial growth, dopants
smear from the heavily P-doped emitter (seed layer) into
the absorber [37]. Thus, the width of the absorber region is
reduced while the emitter becomes wider than prior to RTA.
P diffusion within the poly-Si layer is strongly affected by
the grain microstructure due to the segregation of P at the
grain boundaries where the diffusivity of P is 2 to 3 orders of
magnitude larger than that in the bulk [38].Therefore, due to
P segregation at grain boundaries, it is possible that P atoms
form spikes from the seed layer into the absorber. Deeper
spikes are easier to form in the VPE cells with vertical grain
boundaries as shown in XTEM images than in the SPE cells
with the noncolumnar structure. Thus, the p-n junction in
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the VPE cells can appear deeper than in the SPE cells. Thus,
despite the fact that the P-doped poly-Si seed layer for epitaxy
is completely the same, the modelled emitter thickness of the
VPE cells is larger than that of the PE cells due to P atom
diffusion along the vertical grain boundaries.

The PC1D fitted minority carrier diffusion length in the
absorber (𝐿abs) of SPE cell (2.67𝜇m) is much larger than
that of the VPE cell (1.42 𝜇𝑚). The 𝐿abs and the thickness of
the absorber (𝑡abs) are two major parameters to determine
the collection probability of the light-generated carriers. If
𝐿abs is smaller than 𝑡abs, light-generated carriers recombine
in the absorber before collection by the junction. From the
PC1D simulation results, 𝐿abs is approximately equal to 𝑡abs
in the VPE cell but 𝐿abs of the SPE cell is much larger than its
absorber thickness. Minority carriers in the SPE cell are more
likely to be collected before recombination than in the VPE
cell.

In the VPE growth, 𝐿abs is reported to be related to the
seed layer orientation. For the VPE on (100)-oriented c-Si
wafer, the solar cell has 𝐿abs of 7 𝜇m.However, for the VPE on
(111)-oriented c-Si wafer, the cell has a lower bound of 3𝜇m
for𝐿abs [39]. Lower value of𝐿abs on (111)-oriented seed should
result from the higher planar defects density in the epilayer
on the (111)-oriented seed. However, the SPC seed layer is
randomly oriented [31]; (111)-oriented seeds are unavoidable.
Therefore, 𝐿abs of the whole VPE cell is limited by the part of
epitaxy on (111)-oriented seed with much lower 𝐿abs.

The illuminated 𝐼-𝑉 characteristics of the VPE and SPE
solar cells are shown in Figure 5. The SPE cell has higher
𝑉oc than the VPE cell. Although this trend is consistent
with the 𝑉oc result obtained from Suns-𝑉oc, the value of
𝑉oc obtained by the 𝐼-𝑉 curve is smaller than that obtained
from Suns-𝑉oc. The 𝐽sc obtained from light 𝐼-𝑉 curve is
quite close to the result from the spectral response. Light
𝐼-𝑉 measurements are strongly affected by the metallisation
scheme in use [36] because the device final performance is
not only related to the material quality but also determined
by themetallization process. Nevertheless, the trend obtained
from light 𝐼-𝑉 characteristics is consistent with the Suns-
𝑉oc and EQE measurements in which the SPE poly-Si cell
exhibitsmuch higher𝑉oc, 𝐽sc, and the photovoltaic conversion
efficiency than theVPE cell.Without texture and back surface
reflector, the SPE cell has the efficiency of 2.75% while the
VPE cell efficiency is only 1.69%.

The differences in the solar cell performance can be
understood from the material quality differences between
the VPE and SPE layer. From the material characterisation
results, VPE on the SPC poly-Si seed layer leads to much
higher planar defect (microtwins or stacking faults) density
in the epilayer than SPE on the same seed layer. Microtwins
introduce tail states into the energy band gap and the tail
states lead to an inferior electric quality [40]. Moreover,
microtwins can introduce other electronically active defects
such as dislocations and high order twins [25, 35] which are
detrimental to the solar cell performance.Therefore, the high
planar defect density in the VPE layer limits the respective
solar cell performance.The SPE cell does not have such a high
planar defect density and thus achieves better performance
than the VPE cell.
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Figure 5: Light 𝐼-𝑉 curves of the VPE and SPE grown poly-Si thin-
film solar cells on SPC seed layer.

4. Conclusion

Poly-Si thin-film solar cells are fabricated on glass super-
strates via VPE or SPE growth on the heavily phosphorous-
doped SPC poly-Si seed layer. A transfer of crystallographic
information from the seed layer into the epilayer takes place
during both processes. A much higher density of intragrain
defects is observed in the VPE layer than in the SPE layer
on the same SPC poly-Si seed layer. These intragrain defects
in the VPE cell are strongly detrimental to the device
performance. Consequently, the VPE solar cell has inferior
material quality, much shorter minority diffusion length, and
poorer performance than the SPE cell. Therefore, SPE is
shown to be more suitable than VPE for solar cell fabrication
by epitaxy on the SPC poly-Si seed layer.
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